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ECONOMIC PSYCHOLOGY by George Katona
The "economicman" has been studied in the past as if he were all-know
ing and completely rational. A new approach \\'hich probes people's
attitudes has shown that some classic economic "laws" are fallacious. 3 I

URANIUM FROM COAL by Ralph L. Miller and James R. Gill
In the Bad Lands of the Dakotas lie vast beds of lignite which have con
centrated uranium in amounts worth mining. Two fuel geologists tell
about the e.vploration of the beds and the underlving geological history. 36

THE LINEAR ACCELERATOR by Wolfgang Panofsky
First a promising fledgling, then an ugly duckling, in the accelerator
competition, the linear machine is now making a handsome comeback.
For some purposes it is being chosen over more energetic competitors. 40

THE STRUCTURE OFTHE HEREDITARY MATERIAL by F. H. C.Crick
A new analysis of DNA, the key stuff of chromosomes, has vielded clues
which may solve the secret of how cells and all living things reproduce
themselves in their own image—in other words, the ehemistrvof heredity'. 54

PHOSPHORS by J. S. Prener and D. B. Sullenger
In their studies of these luminescent materials physicists have reached
the point where they can formulate verifiable theories about how the\'
function and have begun to make better phosphors than nature. 62

PRIESTLEY by Mitebell Wilson
The discoverer of oxygen and inventor of the pneumatictroughused for
collecting gas was a liberal English minister who fled to the U. S.during
the h\'steria that gripped his country after the French Revolution. 68

THE SUN NAVIGATION OF ANIMALS by Hans Kabnus
The astonishing storyofingenious experiments which have demonstrated
how bees, birds, ants and certain crustaceans use the sun, and in some
cases even the moon, to orient themselves in homing and in foraging. 74

THE BIOLOGY OFTHE NEGRO ],j- Cmt Stern
How deep-seated are the traits thatdefine the American Negro? All the
evidence suggests that the differences between Negroes and whites are
liirgp])^ tiipyrfiOiil, niul Hint tlie two rnooi; \\-i!i amnlgnmiifp in America. 80
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